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Defending the accuracy of the Bible

When Rapture Happens . . .
by Bill Perkins

It was Monday night and time to watch football
for millions of Americans. The Denver Broncos were at
home playing the Oakland Raiders in sold-out Mile High
Stadium. Denver always packed out their stadium for
national television, and for this game it was particularly
difficult to find a ticket. It was a huge game as both teams
were undefeated in the Western Conference. It was late in
the fourth quarter, the game was tied 21 to 21 and Denver was driving for the go-ahead score.
As quarterback Tim Tebow
took the snap and dropped back
to pass, a thunderous noise
shook the stadium that sounded
eerily similar to a monstrous
trumpet blast. In an instant,
nine of the eleven Denver offensive players on the field
vanished into thin air. Less
noticeable, two of the Oakland
defensive players were missing
too. (1 Cor 15:51-52, 1 Thes 4:16-17)
Even though the football
bounced to the ground, and no
whistle had blown, the players
just stood motionless. Then, just as abruptly, every light
in Bronco stadium went dark, as well as all of Denver. As
far as you could see, there was no light anywhere. (John 9:5)
Stadium exits became clogged as thousands of confused
fans rushed hurriedly into the dark parking lots . . . only to
find their cars wouldn’t start. Car headlights wouldn’t even
come on. Cell phones wouldn’t work. Nothing made any sense.
Regardless of their age, everyone seemed to be suddenly
acting viciously self-centered. Fights between fans were
breaking out over the least little issue. No one seemed to
have any restraint. Darkness prevailed. It was as if someone pulled a switch.(1 Thes 2:6-7)
People watching the game at home across the nation
heard the trumpet-sounding explosive blast both on TV

AND outside their own homes. Their TVs had about 3 or 4
seconds of the strange sight of the missing players on the
field. Then all the houses also went dark. America was
dark. The world was dark. The Door had shut. (John 10:9)
KABOOM! Rapture had come like a bolt of lightning
when not even the most die-hard predictors had imagined.
Everyone on planet earth knew immediately that something major had suddenly changed.
When God, the Holy Spirit, came to earth some two
thousand years earlier, the
two most notable, nonpersonal characteristics
of that event were a great
noise and confusion for the
non-Believers. It was no different when the Holy Spirit
departed. There was an
explosive noise heard round
the globe followed by great
confusion for those left on
earth. (Acts 2:2,6,12)
But what was not noticed
when the Holy Spirit first
came to earth, and what was hugely noticed when He
departed the earth at the Rapture, was the catastrophic
disruption of earth’s electro-magnetic field.
Scientists had warned for years about the possibility of a
large solar flare knocking out electricity around the world.
The sudden departure of millions at the Rapture made
a large solar flare look like a candle compared to a forest
fire. Rapture caused a sudden world-wide change in the
delicate balance of electrons and protons in the atmosphere and every electric motor in the world stopped dead
in its tracks. In fact, if it used electricity, it didn’t work. It
was as if the world itself had come to a stop.
Virtually 100% of communication ceased beyond the
distance one could yell. Cars, buses, trains, computers,
phones, televisions, elevators . . . everything with a moContinued on page 6

the Mind
bible conference

Over 700 people packed out the historic Bing Crosby Theater in downtown Spokane as they listened to nine nationally known speakers hammer
away on tough Biblical topics! The Steeling conference is known for its
edge-of-the-envelope presentations and no one was disappointed! Minds
were challenged and steeled as the information flowed fast and furious.

Order these great DVDs today and pass them around—
Great armor for the Body!

Lying, Signs and Wonders
Mike Gendron • Proclaiming the Gospel Ministries, TX
The Bible warns that in the last days there will be an exponential increase in deception. As the global deceivers become more and more obvious to Believers, of what
should we be aware? Plenty! Some of Mike’s examples made people squirm a bit, but
the truth will prevail in the end! This is a good one!!

50 Facts that Make Darwin Look Silly!
Russ Miller • Creation Ministries, AZ
Evolutionists hate presentations like this. Scientific facts, one after another, showing absolutely without a doubt that Creation, not evolution, is the best theory to
explain the history of the earth. From plants, animals, earth, wind and sea, everything points to a Creator. Two pieces of dirt cannot evolve into plants, fish or
animals, much less humans! Enjoy!

Finding Truth in an Age of Deceit

John Loeffler • Steel on Steel Radio, ID
In the not-too-distant past, a subtle but hugely impacting decision was made by
our leadership in the public school system to begin training children to think differently/process truth differently than before. John, with more research than you
can imagine, traces the implementation of this new system and where it’s led us.
Dumbfounding!

Order Today!

DVDs $9.95 each, CDs $8.95 each, All 9 titles special $79.95 DVD / $69.95 CD
800-977-2177 • compass.org • See page 17 to order by mail

.

Spokane, WA
What They’re Not Telling You
About Islam James Walker • Watchman Ministries, AL

Muslims want the world, including those of us in the United States, to
convert to Islam. Although we tend to laugh that off, you won’t believe how
far they’ve come in the last few years. In the next 20 years, some European
countries will have a majority of Muslims voting. They are winning a war
that most don’t know we’re even engaged in! Learn the facts. Your future is
at stake with the decisions you soon must make.

Nailed to the Cross
J.B. Hixson • Not by Works Ministries, TX
The Bible says all our sins were nailed to the cross 2000 years ago. But
COUNTLESS Christians think it is possible to lose your salvation or walk away
from the faith. J.B. shows in no uncertain terms that your salvation has zero to
do with your works, past, present or future. Encouraging!

Walk Through the Old Testament
Gerald Robison • UnveilinGLORY Ministries, VA
Gerald is a former trainer for instructors teaching the popular “Walk Thru
the Bible” seminars held around the USA. This was a blast! Get this DVD
and learn, in order, the entire Old Testament from Genesis to Malachi, AND
remember what you’ve learned for the rest of your life! Lots of fun!!

God’s Colors & Numbers
in Scripture
Paul Van Noy • Candlelight Ministries, ID
God is perfect in His Word. Every syllable in the Bible is God-breathed and
therefore trustworthy . . . including every color and every number. An entirely
new world of Biblical insight opens up when you understand the meaning of
numbers and color in scripture. You’ll never read your Bible the same way again!

The Future of Our Dollar
Tom Cloud • Christian Financial Consultant, GA
Our national income is about 2 trillion dollars a year, but we are spending
3.5 trillion dollars a year. We borrow 4 billion dollars a day to pay for this
shortfall . . . this is not going to end well for every living American—Christians and non-Christians alike. Everyone needs to know and prepare for the
probable end of this unrelenting problem.

Great Last Days Deceptions

J.B. Hixson • Not by Works Ministries, TX
The Bible is chock full of prophetic predictions about the time in which we
live. J.B., a seasoned writer/lecturer on pre-millennial/pre-tribulational doctrines, takes a look at Bible Prophecy through the lens of Satan’s deceptive
agenda. And boy has Satan been busy!!

Join Us!

Learn how the Grand Canyon
proves evolution is a lie!
See it for yourself!

June 28-July 1, 2012
Thursday-Sunday
Arizona

!

Includes raft trip down
the Colorado River!

Join us for an awesome tour of
Grand Canyon and raft trip down
the Colorado River!

dividual or youth group. This trip will armor participants
with the knowledge to defend the Bible’s six-day creation
account . . . critical for our youth today and exciting for
Believers of all ages.

The Grand Canyon is America’s most recognized landmark. But was it carved out over millions of years or in a
few days? Learning creation facts has never been this much
fun! We’ll spend two full days looking at the scientific facts
that will embolden your faith! And the scenery alone will
fill up your camera memory sticks!

Choose To Arrive By Air Or Car

Learn The Facts!

You have the option of flying into and out of Phoenix, AZ
(great airfare rates) for a four-day, three-night trip. Or
you can drive and meet us in Flagstaff and begin your tour
there. Either way, you’ll learn great truths from your host,
noted Creationist Russ Miller. We’ll view the Grand Canyon, study the facts, walk the south rim and take a raft trip
down the Colorado River! The trip also includes a visit to
picturesque Bearizona Wildlife Reserve.

Youth and Adults Welcome!

Whether you’re young or old, this is a great, succinct tour
of the Grand Canyon. Come as a couple, a family, an in-

For those who FLY into Arizona, you’ll arrive on Thursday
and take a free shuttle to the Marriott Residence Inn and
Suites for an overnight.You’ll end your trip back at the Marriott to spend Saturday night so you can fly home on Sunday—a great four-day weekend trip. This option includes
three hotel nights, Grand
Canyon tour, guided raft
trip on the Colorado River,
Bearizona, and meals from
breakfast Friday through
breakfast Sunday.
Or you can DRIVE to
Arizona and begin your
trip Friday morning in
Flagstaff, ending back in
Flagstaff after dinner on
Saturday night. This two-

Creationist Russ Miller
Continued

6/28 Thursday	Arrive Phoenix, AZ

Overnight Marriott Residence Inn Suites,
Phoenix airport.

6/29 Friday	Meet option #2 group in

Flagstaff 9:45AM
• Lunch in Grand Canyon Village
• Tour Grand Canyon South Rimwalk
• Visit Mather Point and
Desert Viewpoint
• Dinner and overnight in Tuba City, AZ

6/30 Saturday Raft trip down Colorado River

• Lunch at historic Lee’s Ferry
• Visit picturesque Bearizona Wildlife Refuge
• Dinner in Flagstaff (end of tour
for option #2)
• To Phoenix for overnight (Marriott
Residence Inn Suites, Phoenix airport)

7/1 Sunday

p Option #1 Fly into Phoenix 4 Days/3 Nights
(Best value!) Arrive Thursday, June 28, depart Phoenix Sunday, July 1.
Adults $595 each (dbl occ), Students $495 each (quad occ)

Includes two nights at the Marriott Residence Inn Suites (Thursday and Saturday nights), one hotel night in Tuba City hotel (Friday night), all meals (Friday
breakfast to Sunday morning breakfast), entrance fees into Grand Canyon on
Friday and to Bearizona Wildlife Refuge on Saturday, Colorado River raft trip,
guide, driver and class “A” touring bus. Tips are not included.

p Option #2 Drive to Arizona 2 Days/1 Night
(Best price!) Arrive Flagstaff Marriott on Friday, 9:45 AM, conclude
trip Saturday evening.
Adults $479 each (dbl occ), Students $449 each (quad occ)

Includes one night in hotel (Saturday night, Tuba City), all meals from Friday
lunch to Saturday night dinner, entrance fees into Grand Canyon on Friday
and Bearizona Wildlife Refuge on Saturday, Colorado River raft trip, guide,
driver and class “A” touring bus. Tips are not included.

Travel home

Cont.

Register Early And Save $20
day, one-night option is perfect for those who can drive
to Arizona or are on a tight budget. It includes the Grand
Canyon tour, raft trip, Bearizona, one hotel night and
meals from lunch Friday through dinner Saturday night.

Send in your registration by March 31 and take $20 off the
cost of your trip. So talk to your family and friends and put
this trip on the calendar! It will be a great weekend of knockyour-socks-off scenery, incredible teaching and lots of fun.

By phone at 1-800-977-2177
or online www.compass.org

When Rapture Happens

Continued from page 1

tor or that used electricity . . . stopped working. Only the
planes on the ground were saved.
Numbing the world, the Rapture affected every corner of
every country. In an instant, people vanished into thin air
without a trace—political leaders, businessmen, rich and
poor, workers and unemployed. Everyone knew someone
who was missing. Men and women, husbands and/or wives,
parents and/or children were simply gone, leaving zero
trace of their existence. In the U.S. about one out of every
twenty-five people disappeared in the blink of the eye.
With communication down, everyone was left to personally ponder what had just happened . . . as well as pondering
their own future fate. Millions of people had heard about
Jesus, and even the Rapture, but never truly trusted the
shed blood of Jesus to pay for their sins.
Millions more had thought they were Christians . . . they
had prayed a prayer or walked an aisle . . . and they knew
immediately what had happened. They had missed the
Rapture! As daylight broke in America, many began a frantic search in their Bibles to see what was next to happen
according to Bible prophecy.
In other countries around the world,
disappearing people weren’t a major
problem, but lack of electricity was
a HUGE problem. The more electricity a country used, the more problems
they had trying to do anything without
it. The failure of all electrical devices
shook people to the core. Those who
knew the truth were gone.
The crashing of the electrical grid
in Israel made an always-testy border
situation far worse. But because three
out of every four Israelis had weapons,
military personnel and civilians living
nearest the border crossings provided
temporary security.
Two years prior to the Rapture, an Israeli oil drilling firm
had struck a massive oil reservoir in the heart of Israel, only
five miles southeast of Haifa and close to the Mediterranean
coast. The oil strike was so large it was estimated to be the
largest reservoir ever discovered in the world. (Ezek 38:13)
Needless to say, this was a game-changer for the Middle
East oil cartels. Being able to ship oil directly into the
Mediterranean Sea gave Israel a huge pricing advantage,
and the Arab world was understandably not happy!
Virtually overnight, the stranglehold they had over the
price of oil vanished. Israel was now the supplier of oil via the
Mediterranean Sea. And once the Israeli oil began to flow, the
market price dropped to $35 a barrel in only three months.
True to Israel’s abilities, she constructed a pipeline from
the oil wells directly to the city of Haifa on the Mediterranean coast in only six months. The project had become the
pride of the nation. Many Israelis worked on the pipeline
construction for free. The young nation of Israel sensed this
incredible new resource was a gift from God.

Western nations welcomed the new, efficient oil supply
from the western edge of Middle East. Being able to load
oil on ships from Haifa avoided the shipping problems that
had become all too commonplace in the dangerous waters
off the eastern Arabian peninsula.
But most importantly, the oil strike made Israel totally
independent. No longer did she need to rely on the United
States for anything. She was militarily monstrous with the
second largest fleet of F-16 fighter jets in the world . . . only
the U.S. fleet was larger.
Israel was already growing and harvesting far more food
than she could consume and was exporting the excess daily to
Europe. She had nuclear weapons and her army understood
why they were fighting--for their very existence! (Ezek 37:10)
On the other hand, the Islamic nations had lost their oilstranglehold on the world to, of all people, their archenemy
Israel. It was difficult for the Arabs to watch Israel growing richer by the day as their own oil fortunes waned. It
was as if Allah was no longer protecting the Muslims, and
they could hardly stand it. This huge reduction in revenue
seemed to make them mad at everybody, including each
other, as large skirmishes continually broke out on Arab-toArab borders. (Gen 16:12)
Since arriving to permanently indwell
Believers on earth in 33 AD, the Holy
Spirit had been the Restrainer of wholesale evil. When the Rapture happened
and the Restrainer departed, Iran and
Russia conspired with an evil thought.
With the world in post-Rapture confusion, they perceived this to be their
long-awaited window of opportunity
to initiate a secret invasion that they
had been planning since Israel struck
oil—designed to catch Israel by surprise
with a nuclear attack. (2 Thes 2:6,7)
After about seven days, electrical
grids slowly began coming back to life
and global communications finally began rebooting. The secret plan by Iran and Russia to launch
the massive nuclear attack on Jerusalem and Tel Aviv was
now or never. They believed Allah had caused the world to
go dark so they could use the opportunity to defeat Israel.
So in the post-Rapture vacuum, with the Restrainer gone
and communication spotty, Iran, Russia and several smaller
countries began their secretly planned nuclear strike. (Ezek 39:7)
Their strategy was simple . . . take out 80% of the Israeli populations in Tel Aviv, Tiberias and west Jerusalem
with hydrogen bombs, leaving Haifa and the oil pipelines
exposed for capture. The prevailing winds from the Mediterranean Sea would disperse the radioactive dust to the
east toward Jordan, Iraq and Saudi Arabia. And with
control of the new oil riches, their massive incomes would
be restored.
With exception of Jordan, the whole Arab world was
united to rid itself of its enemy Israel. In the post-Rapture
darkness, over a million troops were assembled in Syria
and Lebanon on Israel’s northern border ready to invade
and not stop until they reached the oil fields. As the nukes
Continued on page 14

Garden

(and save money too!)

We want you to give away great Steeling the Mind DVDs each
month. Just pass them out to friends, family, co-workers and even
strangers (after you view them!). What fun!

Here’s how the Compass Pointe program works: Each month,
we’ll send you two DVDs to give away. One is The Bible’s Big
Picture, a remarkable DVD that covers the entire Bible in 30
minutes—Adam to the New Heaven and Earth. In this day of
instant grits and “give it to me NOW,” the concept of a DVD with
the “whole Bible in 30 minutes” is appealing to almost everyone!
The second DVD we’ll send you each month rotates among our
awesome arsenal of past Steeling DVDs, like Big Bang & the Bible or
Frank Peretti’s The Chair. It’s always something fun, interesting, and
scripturally defends the accuracy of the Bible. All you do is, after
viewing, ask the Lord to open a door of opportunity and pass them
out or share them with your church or Bible study groups. (Col 4:3).
We’ll also send The Bible’s Big Picture to anyone you wish—up
to 10 a month, just give us mailing addresses—we pay the postage!
Plus, as a Compass Pointe, if you wish to purchase any of our
other 200+ incredible Steeling the Mind titles, you pay only half
price—$5 each for DVDs. There are also Pointe discounts for
Steeling tickets and Israel trips.
The idea is that, each month, we want to make it easy for you to
“do the work of an evangelist!” (2Tim 4:5). And your commitment

across America!
is a low $20 donation each month, billed to your credit card on a
month-to-month basis or paid by check. Easy to cancel anytime, by
e-mail or phone. We’ll be your resource . . you be the Pointe! Time
may be short so we look forward to working with you!

Join with us today!!
Monthly $20 5 years $1,000
Yearly $219 Lifetime $2,500

1

Two awesome DVDs to watch
and then give away—The Bible’s
Big Picture + one more.

3

All Compass Steeling the Mind
DVDs & CDs for half price—no
minimum, no limit.

2

We’ll mail The Bible’s Big Picture
free to anyone you want, we even
pay the postage. (10 per month!).

4

Discounts on Steeling the
Mind Bible conference
registrations and Israel trips.

Joi n Today ! 1-800-977-2177
www.compass.org or mail (page 17)

Marriage on the Rock!
$29.95
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Help Compass get
the word out!

Our top four marriage
presentations are
now available in one
convenient set!
• How to Love Your Spouse,
Regardless! by Greg Knapp
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Greg Knapp, a retired attorney,
shares his God-given understanding of true agape love. This simple
outline was used in counseling
everyone who came to him for a
divorce, resulting in 70% of those
reversing that decision.

7:16 PM

• Love Isn’t Taking Your Wife Bear Hunting! by Daryl Kraft

This quite insightful presentation helps guys understand the many complexities of women, and women to understand the differences in men.

• Why Women Are Weird And Men Are A Mess! by Dave Moore

This was the funniest presentation in the history of Steeling! “I learned more
about my wife in 45 minutes than the 35 years I’ve been married!” said one attendee. Every person who is married or will be married will love this one!

• Back to the Garden by Susie Perkins

Susie shows how getting back to God’s original design for marriage can transform your marriage—regardless of what state it’s in!

Great resource—order for your church library!

See page 17 to order.

Want to start your day off
with a Biblical thought?
Good Morning Lord! is a free one-minute, read-anddelete Bible study using solid but interesting scriptures. It also includes a hard-hitting Q & A that’ll get
your blood pumping! We take everyday life situations
and answer them within Biblical boundaries. Similar
to Dear Abby, there are no rules, so questions are from
every aspect of life . . . family, friends, doctrine, work,
kids, food, sex and more. The
answers are conservative but
quite provocative!
Sign up today on compass.
org home page or insert your
email in the registration on
page 17.

16 days, 14 cruise nights,
1 incredible trip!

I t a l y • R o m e • F l o r e n c e • P i s a • V e n i c e • E g y p t • P y r a m i d s • A l e x a n d ri a
J e r u s a l e m • G a l i l e e • T u r k e y • E p h e s u s • G r e e c e • C o ri n t h • A t h e n s • C r e t e

October 18-November 2, 2012
Join us in October for the Biblelands Cruise! Your Bible will come alive as you visit scores of life-impacting Biblical sites . . . all from the comfort and convenience of your beautiful floating hotel—the five-star
cruise ship Mariner of the Seas!
Compass has been organizing trips to the Holyland for 18 years and this is our best ever . . . never have we
scheduled a two-week cruise porting in so many of the top Biblical sites in the Mediterranean. It is truly
the trip of a lifetime!

Hold your breath as you turn the page!

Wow!
Join us for a 16-day trip of a lifetime!
The land of the Bible.You’ve read about it, now it’s time to see it with
your own eyes! And once you do, you’ll simply never be the same. Come
with us and see your Bible come alive in the experience of a lifetime.

Parthenon • Athens

With Compass, we don’t send you to the Holyland, we take you! Over
18 years of escorting groups through the magnificent Biblelands has
given us in-depth knowledge and experience—critical in choosing the
very best destinations, accommodations, schedules and guides to make
your trip to God’s special place on earth the
best it can be.

We’ve designed a unique itinerary on a remarkable 14-day cruise/16day trip that allows you to experience up close the forever-impacting
Biblical sites of Rome, the Sphinx/Egyptian Pyramids, Jerusalem
(two days), Galilee, Ephesus, Athens, Corinth and Crete. Combine
all those sites with a stellar Christian Financial Conference and there’s
not a better itinerary on any ship.
Temple Mount
But there’s more!
You have the option
of adding two nights
in Venice, the Leaning Tower of Pisa and a night in breathtaking
Florence as a memorable Taste of Italy. If you’ve got the time and a few
extra bucks, this is a no-brainer to include!

Empty Tomb • Jerusalem

Finally, the ship is the highly respected Royal Caribbean’s Mariner of the
Seas ... in a class by itself. The ship’s interior has a long, stunning 4-storyhigh promenade with sidewalk cafes rimmed with
interior staterooms
with a view from above.

So it’s 16 days, 5 countries and a lifetime of memories—Pray about
joining us for this incredible trip! To reserve your stateroom, just fill out
the registration and mail it to: Compass, P.O. Box 3747 • Coeur d’Alene, ID
83816 or fax to (208) 762-3363. Register Today!

Get the Brochure with all the details!
Call 1-800-977-2177 or email: biblecruise@compass.org

Pyramids • Egypt

Florence

Mariner of the Seas
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Includes airfare from NYC,
see registration form for details.

• 14-Day Cruise
• 5 Countries
• 3 Days in Israel
• 5-Day Pre-Cruise Taste of Italy Option
• 5 Star Ship
• Staterooms from $3995.00

The Trip of a Lifetime!

16 Days!

Main Cruise—October 18-November 2
Taste of Italy—October 15-19

Compass At-Sea Presentations

Remarkably, this itinerary has four days at sea. Two of the four are Sundays, and Pastor Paul Van Noy will deliver a Sunday message. One day at sea
is set aside for a Christian Financial Conference with optional lectures on a plethora of topics by outstanding Christian speakers. The last day-atsea is a free day to enjoy the incredible ship.

Dan Pinkerton

Tom Cloud

James Hersey

Jerry Robinson

PaulVan Noy

Tom Cloud Jr.

Dan founded Pinkerton Retirement Specialists in
1987 and is a Registered Principal with LPL
Financial, which manages over $300 billion.
PRS is ranked in the top 100 Independent
Advisors in the nation. Barron’s called their
work “Extraordinary” and names them one of
the top financial advisors in America.

Tom has been advising individuals and major
institutions from across the United States on
precious metals and other hard assets since
1977. He believes in combining his knowledge
of scripture with his knowledge of investing
to lay a solid investment foundation. He is a
popular conference speaker for tangible assets.
Jerry is an economist, published author, columnist,
international conference speaker, and the editor of
the financial website FTMDaily.com. In addition,
Jerry hosts a radio program entitled Follow the
MoneyWeekly, an hour-long program dedicated to
deciphering the week’s economic news.

James Hersey is a tangible assets expert,
having retired at age 44 to manage his personal
tangible assets portfolio. James also is a
consultant to multi-million dollar portfolio
managers investing in gold, silver, energy and
agriculture equities.

Tommy is a Certified Financial Planner, a
Chartered Financial Consultant, a Certified
Senior Advisor and a Qualified Kingdom Advisor.
Through his company Eleven Two Fund Management,
he developed an asset allocation model called
Truly Diversified Portfolio, which is guided by a
healthy Biblical perspective.

Paul is founder and pastor of Candlelight Bible
Church in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. He is Compass’
doctrinal “go to” guy for difficult Bible passages
and is a frequent speaker at the Steeling the
Mind Bible Conferences around the United
States. His “true grace” teachings have set him
apart in the Biblical world.

Call for the

Biblelands
Cruise
Brochure

and registration details
800-977-2177 (24 hours)

Or email biblecruise@compass.org

Interior Promenade of
the Mariner of the Seas

 r go to compass.org and click on the
O
Biblelands Cruise ad. You can download
the brochure and registration from the link
on the Compass homepage.

A Taste of Italy

				

If you can depart a few days early, you have the awesome option of
adding picturesque Venice, the world famous Leaning Tower of Pisa,
and historic Florence/Tuscany!
You’ll fly directly from the U.S. into eye-popping Venice with its historic waterways and
old-world charm.You’ll spend two nights on the island
in a five-star hotel in the San Marco area filling your
camera’s memory stick with indescribable sights. Then
we’ll go to the infamous Leaning Tower of Pisa, travel
through the rolling hills of Tuscany and spend the night
in Florence. The Ephesus
next morning we’ll visit Michelangelo’s
world famous statue of David.

Turkey

Crete

Then it’s on to Rome to begin your tour and overnight before embarkation on the
cruise ship Mariner of the Seas. It’s a no-brainer if you can do this! Get the brochure for
Galilee
all the details!
Jerusalem

Jerusalem Overnight
This is a great option to spend a memorable night in history-rich Jerusalem!
Egypt
We’re scheduled for two awesome touring days
in Jerusalem.You have the option of disembarking the ship the first morning in
Pyramids

Israel with your overnight bag and heading to Jerusalem, the City of Peace.

At the end of the day, rather than returning to the ship (45-minute drive) you’ll be transferred to a five-star hotel in the
heart of Jerusalem. The sights and sounds of Jerusalem will forever be etched into your mind. Get the brochure for all
the details!

SUN
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15

Depart
USA

October-November 2012
TUE

WED

16
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Optional
pre-cruise ext.

21
Sunday
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Free Day
		

28

22

17

23
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24

THUR

18
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SAT

19
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Tuscany/Pisa		
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Arrive
USA
Rome

25

20
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Board Ship

26

Board
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27

At-Sea
Egyptian
Egypt,
Jerusalem Jerusalem
Galilee
Christian Pyramids, Alexandria			
Financial
Nile		
(Optional overnight)			
Conf.				

29

30

31 Nov

1

2

Sunday
Ephesus,
Athens &
Crete,
At Sea
Arrive
Services/
Turkey
Corinth,
Greece
Free Day
Rome
Free Day		
Greece			
Travel Home
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When Rapture Happens

Due to the huge number of people departing at the Rapture, and many had critical know-how, the massive U.S.
electrical grid had not yet recovered. The entire country was
were launched, the massively large number of troops
descended into the northern mountains of Israel like a dark in chaos. And without warning, the Russian missiles began
to strike the U.S. with unimaginable consequences.
cloud covering the land. (Ezek 39:2; 38:9, 15)
The Russian-made atomic missiles were launched from
The world was in shock to see the world’s largest imten different locations in Syria and Lebanon. Each missile
porter, and the world’s military hammer, go up in flames
was carrying over 600 times as much nuclear explosive
in only one hour. The world’s financial system’s anchor was
power as was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan.
gone in an instant. Around the world a global economic
panic ensued. (Rev 18:4-11; Jer 50:23)
At the same time, Russia launched 90 more nuclear missiles over the north pole toward the United States. RusFor Israel, the destruction of the U.S. meant she was
sia had launched every working nuclear missile she had
alone in the world. All nations were now against her. She
available. It was as if Russia had also decided it was now or could no longer hope for peace, and instead, she knew her
never. Evil seemed ready to triumph over good. (Ezek 39:6)
only hope was to take a page from the Six Day War and go
on the offensive. It was kill or be killed. Israel’s military
The Israeli military had gone on full alert within mincommanders immediately began to attack. (Zech 14:2)
utes following the Rapture, trying to discern what was
happening around the world. So the nuclear attack didn’t
The cities of Beruit and Damascus had missed the brunt of
catch Israel off-guard. But Rapture had totally shut down
the Iranian-Russian misguided missiles. Fearing the Arabs
her vaunted, but electric-dependent, nuclear shield and
might quickly regroup and try again to attack Israel from the
she had no defense. To no avail, the Israeli Defense Force
north, the Israeli commanders ordered two nuclear bombs to
scrambled to get its jets to start. But there was nothing she be dropped on Damascus and two on Beirut. (Zech 12:6)
could do to stop the massive missile attack.
Having prepared for this possibility for decades, the
As the warning sirens screamed across
operation went flawlessly. Coming out
Israel, and her military powerless to stop
of their protective underground bunkers
the incoming nukes, the strangest thing
in the heart of the Jezreel Valley, Ishappened. It seemed that a force from
raeli fighter jets flanked larger nuclear
high above Israel pushed every oncombomb-laden aircraft. In less than forty
ing missile straight down to the ground.
minutes they had reached their targets,
Amazingly, the missiles’ destructive power
dropped their bombs and were heading
was unleashed unwittingly on the Rusback to their base.
sian/Syrian invading forces. (Ezek 39:2-5, 9)
Damascus was 100% destroyed by
At the same time the troops were
the hugely destructive hydrogen bombs.
getting nuked, a 12.8 magnitude earthBeirut was 80% destroyed. Then the
quake hit the northern Israel mountains
Israeli military turned its attention to the
area where the massive number of
infamous Gaza strip. For years Israel had
soldiers were crossing. The earthquake
endured with restraint as Muslims fired
		
Zechariah 12:6
was so large it literally smoothed the
thousands of missiles at Israeli citizens. It
landscape. Whole mountains were rewas payback time. (Damascus—Is 17)
duced to mere rolling hills. (Ezek 38:19, 20)
But rather than H-bombs, Israeli aircraft dropped preciWhere first the invaders looked like a dark cloud covering
sion neutron bombs on Gaza. Virtually every Gaza resithe land, they now literally lay as a mass of scorched and radent was melted instantaneously. The Israeli residents
dioactive humanity. It would eventually take seven months to in cities surrounding the Gaza strip heard the warning
find and bury all the highly radioactive corpses. (Ezek 39:11-12)
sirens, retreated to the interior shelters of their homes,
Astonished, Israeli commanders were at a loss as to what
donned their gas masks and waited for the all-clear signal
was causing this. They watched in grateful disbelief as every
once the small radioactive cloud passed.
incoming missile fell from the sky. Even the weather changed
Next it was Ramallah, Jenin and Jericho to be wiped off
abruptly and blew the radiation away from Israel. It was as if
the map with more neutron bombs. The Israeli Defense
God was personally protecting Israel. (Ezek 38:16, 23)
Force was on a mission to take out her enemies once and
In the United States there had been a total breakdown of for all. Nothing could stop her.
law and order following the Rapture. With electrical grids
News of Israel’s victory over the Russia/Iranian invasion, and
out, food was scarce as the stores had only a three-day
subsequent annihilation of the other Arab cities, spread quickly
supply of food. In Washington communication was non-exaround the world. But every nation had its own problems with
istent, rendering the government powerless. But guns still
food shortages, banking failures and riots. Not to mention they
worked and anarchy began to prevail.
were powerless against Israel’s massively strong military.
Then came the Russian missiles expertly striking over
The Arab nations were in a collective uproar. Each fearing
80 U.S. cities. For decades the U.S. had systematically
they were next on Israel’s list for destruction, they pleaded
dismantled her nuclear weapons through naive “Peace
for help and protection as Israel seemed unstoppable.
Treaties.” Now she was a sitting duck. Russia, forever lying
The world, it seemed, was coming apart at the seams.
about her own nukes, had determined she couldn’t conquer
the U.S. because too many citizens had guns. The alternaTo be continued . . .
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tive was to destroy the U.S. and that she did. (Jer 50:9)
Continued from page 6

In that day I will make the
clans of Judah like a firepot
among pieces of wood and a
flaming torch among sheaves,
so they will consume on the
right hand and on the left all
the surrounding peoples . . .
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